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and the increase of weight on ca.lcina.tion must be 
admitted to be almost a.ll the evidence required for 
the modem theory. These phenomena. were linked 
up with those relating to respiration. The one fa.ct 
that was not understood seems to be the part played 
by the air in calcination . . . and this deficiency 
prevented the complete synthesis that appears to 
have been so near at hand." Dr. Lysaght concludes 
that Hooke's work had the effect of postponing for 
a considerable time the adoption of the phlogiston 
theory of combustion. 

Unemployment in Colorado 
A SURVEY of the Colorado la.hour market and its 

"relation to unemployment compensation", by E. R. 
Livernash of the Massa.chusetts Institute of Tech
nology, has been issued in the University of Colorado 
Studies (24, Nos. 3 and 4; 1937). The survey was 
undertaken in the summer of 1936, and indicates 
that outside the provisions of the Act there a.re 45,000 
agricultural labourers unemployed and 21,000 domestic 
servants, as well as a. considerable number of those 
working in trading establishments employing less than 
eight persons. Unemployment of long duration is 
regarded as inadequately compensated, this type of 
unemployment being particularly heavy in the steel, 
coal and constructional industries and in declining 
industries such as the southern coal field. The 
problem of exhausted-benefit unemployment may be 
of major importance. The recurrent drain of seasonal 
unemployment, however, may be unwise, as annual 
earnings are often adjusted on a competitive basis. 
Much cyclical· unemployment appears as seasonal 
employment, and this ma.y mean a. considerable 
volwne of ineligible unemployment in a. bad depression. 
The difficulty seems to be that in future depressions 
unemployed individuals most in need of relief will 
find themselves in the exhausted-benefit and ineligible 
classes. The la.w may be putting a. premium on short
time recurrent unemployment. Mr. E. R. Livernash 
suggests that experience under the Act, enabling us 
to classify types of unemployment, may ultimately 
permit compensation being related more upon the 
incidence of unemployment, both in occurrence an<l 
duration. 

A Nature Reserve of Fossil Plants 
PROF. G. R. WmLAND made an eloquent plea 

(Science, March 19, 1937), that will be endorsed by 
the botanists of all countries, for the creation of a 
national monument on the Bia.ck Hills, U.S.A., 
in which specimens of the remarkable cycadeoid 
fossils will be exposed in situ for study among 
their natural surroundings. The magnificent photo
graphs of these specimens previously published by 
Prof. Wieland are evidence how effective such a display 
would be. His present arguments, indicating the 
striking pa.ra.llelisms between these plants and the 
types discovered in the Carpathians and the Isle of 
Wight and Isle of Portland and elsewhere, and 
directing attention to their increased significance in 
view of the wide vistas on flora.I morphology in the 
Gymnosperms opened by the discovery of the 

marvellous petrified Arauca.rian forest of the Cerro 
Cuadrado in central Patagonia, reinforce very power
fully the case for expenditure of time and money in 
achieving a.n appropriate display of these unique 
fossils. The locality is described as very accessible ; 
the horizon is perfectly defined and the quarrying 
necessary not extensive. It is very much to be hoped 
tha.t Prof. Wieland's object will be a.tta.ined and the 
United States thus obtain a. na.tiona.l monument 
that would be quite unique in its cha.ra.cter and 
clear evidence that tha.t great nation a.pprecia.tes 
the value of some of its most remarkable scientific 
possessions. 

London Teachers' Association 
AT its annual conference held on February 12, the 

London Teachers' Association was addressed by its 
new president, Mr. S. Vanderhook, of Holden Street 
School, Battersea, on "Current Issues in Education" 
including, as "the most vital", reduction in the size 
of classes. The L.C.C. programme for 1938-41 con
templates a. reduction of classes in junior schools to 
42 a.nd in infants' schools to 44, the standard for 
senior schools remaining at 40. As it is now twenty
five years since the L.C.C. initiated a. scheme for 
reducing the size of infants' classes to 48 and senior 
classes to 40 Mr. Vanderhook may well call the new 
scheme a "small" step forward. A large part of the 
address has reference to the measures which are to 
come into operation next year for raising the per
missible school-leaving age to 15. The Board of 
Education's Circular 1457 on this subject is dis
cussed on the lines of the National Union of Teachers' 
memo. of December 1937. Mr. Va.nderhook would, 
himself, use a short way in dealing with applications 
for exemption from further school attendance in 
order to accept "beneficial employment". He would 
reject them a.II; for he holds tha.t there is no employ
ment which is beneficial for young persons of fourteen 
years of age. 

Destruction of Sea-Birds by Oil 
A LIVELY and informative discussion regarding the 

destruction of sea-birds by oil waste took place at 
University College, London, in May last, under the 
auspices of the University of London Animal Welfare 
Society, and the report of the meeting has just been 
published (ULA WS Monographs and Reports, No. 
2a). Prof. N. K. Adam opened the discussion. A 
summary of Prof. Adam's specie.I report has a.lrea.dy 
appeared in NATURE of July 17, 1937, p. 100. Many 
representatives of oil ana shipping interests and 
naturalists took part in the subsequent discussion, 
the general tenor of which indicated that, in spite 
of legislation and a. 50-mile limit for the discharge 
of oil, the amount of destruction was still very great, 
Prof. Adam putting the estimated dee.th-roll of sea
birds at from 10,000 to 200,000 a year. Only inter
national action is likely to be effective in bringing this 
destruction to an end, a.nd since the maritime nations 
are almost entirely opposed to the compulsory fitting 
of oil separators to vessels, efforts are being ma.de 
to prohibit the discharge of waste oil in certain 
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areas where the effect is likely to be greatest. Mr. 
Sanford D. Cole described the Wheeler system by 
which the cleaning out of oil tanks, double bottoms 
and bilges is carried out mechanically and much 
more efficiently than by hand, and suggested that 
the installation at various ports of separator barges 
fitted with this American contrivance might go far 
to diminish the evil of oil pollution. 

Sea Shells from Victoria 
Tm: Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria is designing 

a series of handbooks to foster interest in the State's 
fauna and flora. The second of the series is by C. J. 
Gabriel, honorary conchologist, National Museum, 
Melbourne ; it is entitled "Victorian Sea Shells, a 
Handbook for Collectors and Students", and has 
been published by the Field Naturalists' Club of 
Victoria (price ls. 6d.). It is well illustrated by 
Joyce K. Allan, assistant conchologist, Australian 
Museum, Sydney, with a coloured and several un
coloured plates. Descriptions are given of most of the 
common sea shells around the coast of Victoria. From 
a collector's point of view, this little work is extremely 
useful and will help many to name their specimens. 
It does not, however, attempt to teach anything 
about the animals themselves beyond their various 
habitats. A popular name is given to each shell, in 
most cases a translation of the specific name. Thus 
we have the "impoverished Nassarius" and the 
"sordid sand snail", but there is the banded peri
winkle, also known as the "Austral wink", and the 
black nerite, also known as the "crow''. There are a 
dictionary of terms and diagrams showing the 
different parts of the shell. 

World Congress of Faiths 
THE World Congress of Faiths, of which Sir 

Francis Younghusband is chairman, is arranging a 
week-end Congress to be held at Cambridge on 
June 24-28, with residence for men at St. John's 
College and for women at Newnham College. The 
subject for deliberation will be "The Renaissance of 
Religion". Distinguished speakers, representing 
religions, philosophy and science, will deliver addresses 
to be followed by discussion. The object for which 
the World Congress of Faiths is organized is to pro
mote a spirit of fellowship among mankind through 
religion. The Congress seeks to awaken and develop 
a world-loyalty, whilst allowing full play for the 
diversity of men, nations and faiths. Further par
ticulars may be obtained from the secretary, World 
Congress of Faiths, 36 Victoria Street, London, 
S.W.l. 

Announcements 
THE Most Reverend Cardinal Arthur Hinsley, 

Archbishop of Westminster ; Prof. J. Chadwick, 
professor of physics in the University of Liverpool ; 
and Sir Richard Livingstone, president of Corpus 
Christi College, Oxford, since 1933 and Vice-Chancellor 
of the Queen's University, Belfast, in 1924-1933, have 
been elected members of the Athenreum under the 
provisions of the rule of the club which empowers 

the annual election by the Committee of a certain 
number of persons of distinguished eminence in 
science, literature, the arts, or for their public 
services. 

H.M. THE KING has approved the award of the 
Royal gold medal of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects to Mr. Ivar Tengbom (Sweden), hon. 
corresponding member, in recognition of the merit 
of his work as an architect. The medal will be 
presented to Mr. Tengbom at a general meeting of 
the Institute on April 4. 

THE following officers of the Royal Astronomi~al 
Society were elected at the anniversary meeting of 
the Society on February 11 : President, Dr. H. Spencer 
Jones, Astronomer Royal; Vice-Presidents, Prof. 
S. Chapman, Prof. H. Dingle, Sir Frank Dyson and 
Prof. F. J. M. Stratton; Treasurer, Mr. J. H. 
Reynolds ; Secretaries, Prof. W. M. H. Greaves, Prof. 
H. H. Plaskett; Forei,gn Secretary, Sir Arthur 
Eddington. 

IN connexion with the movement for the pre
servation of the fauna and flora of the Empire, 
attention has been directed to the imperfection of 
our knowledge of the fauna and flora of Fiji and the 
Western Pacific High Commission Territories. These 
Governments have recently expressed the hope that 
the subject will attract more attention in future. 
Adequately qualified naturalists desirous of devoting 
a few months to such studies in these territories 
lmder favourable conditions should consult the Under 
Secretary of State, Colonial Office, Downing Street, 
S.W.1. 

PROF. GUNTHER ENDERLEIN, the well-known Berlin 
entomologist and bacteriologist, has recently retired 
on reaching the age limit. 

PROF. liANs BURGER, director of the psychiatric 
and neurological clinic at the University of Jena, 
has been nominated a member of the Kaiser Leopold 
Caroline German Academy of Natural Science in 
Halle. 

THE Gillson scholarship in pathology has been 
awarded by the Society of Apothecaries of London 
to Dr. R.H. S. Thompson of the Rockefeller Institute. 

THE following appointments and promotions have 
recently been made in the Colonial Service: Agri
cultural officers-G. D. Badger, Uganda; T. W. 
Brown, Malaya; F. E. J. Buller, Nigeria; P. V. 
Ormiston, Malaya; W. N. Scott, Malaya; A. K. 
Briant (agricultural superintendent, St. Vincent), 
Zanzibar; R. P. Davidson (agricultural officer, 
Uganda), Malaya; H. P. Smart (agricultural officer, 
British Honduras), senior agricultural officer, Tan
ganyika. Other appointments-P. Coryndon, in
spector of produce, Nigeria; F. E. Harnett, sleeping 
sickness control officer, Nigeria; J. R. O. Humphries, 
inspector of plants and produce, Gold Coast; D. W. 
Le Mare, assistant to the director of fisheries, Straits 
Settlements. 
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